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hyundai, a manufacturer of passenger cars based in south korea. the company headquarters in seoul. hyundai manufactured some of the first commercially successful front-wheel drive automobiles, such as the first generation elantra, first generation santa fe, and first generation sonata. these
are generally considered to be the best of the compact and subcompact luxury cars. the company began the fast growing to support a fourth generation of the moon concept car design study. the 2009 sprint cup series season began on march 18, 2009. new yorkers are sure to be glued to the
television sets as for the 59th time the gang from queens will race for the title of nascar sprint cup. also on sunday, fans can view a wide range of events, including the hyundai new york auto show, first lady michelle obama’s “let’s move” healthy kids summit, and the 35th anniversary of “the
lion king”. history of hyundai atos revealed that it is an upgrade of the hyundai santro, a korean car that was produced in iran and malaysia. the original design started in 1976 and it was launched in iran in 1982. in 1986, it launched in india as hyundai santro prime with a new look. the
replacement of the santro prime occurred in 1993, with the launch of the new generation of the hyundai santro as the hyundai santro 2000. in 1996, the second generation of the hyundai santro was launched and used as the korean car beowulf in 1997. the third generation of the korean car
beowulf was launched as the hyundai esperante in 1998. in 1999, the hyundai esperante was first sold to the european union. the fifth generation of the hyundai esperante was launched as the hyundai atos in 2003.
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